We formally verify four algorithms proposed in [M. Larrea, S. Arévalo and A. Fernández, Efficient Algorithms to Implement Unreliable Failure Detectors in Partially Synchronous Systems, 1999]. Each algorithm is specified as a network of timed automata and is verified with respect to completeness and accuracy properties. Using the model-checking tool UP-PAAL, we detect and report the occurrences of deadlock (for all algorithms) between each pair of non-faulty nodes due to buffer overflow in communication channels with arbitrarily large buffers and we propose a solution. Moreover, we use one of the algorithms as a measure to compare three modelchecking tools, namely, UPPAAL, mCRL2 and FDR2.
INTRODUCTION
Distributed systems are vulnerable to faults such as a crash of the participating processes or the communication media among them. A key challenge is to design distributed failure detectors that allow processes to distinguish slow processes from those which have crashed. It is important that these detectors are accurate, i.e., do not suspect correct processes, and complete, i.e., do suspect crashed ones. Given their nontrivial design, it is highly desirable to validate that these Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. SAC'12 March 26-30, 2012 , Riva del Garda, Italy. Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0857-1/12/03 ...$10.00. protocols satisfy their required or claimed properties. M. Larrea et al. introduce "efficient algorithms to implement failure detectors in partially synchronous systems" in [6] , whose formal verification forms the subject matter of this paper.
Types of unreliable failure detectors
A failure detector is called unreliable, if it can mistakenly report a correct process (a process that remains operational during the protocol) as faulty (also known as suspected or crashed). Chandra and Toueg proposed unreliable failure detectors in [2] to guarantee two essential properties, namely, completeness and accuracy. Completeness is about suspecting each faulty process and accuracy concerns not suspecting any correct process. These properties are further classified into weak and strong as follows:
1 Strong completeness: Eventually every faulty process is permanently suspected by every non-faulty process. 2 Weak completeness: Eventually every faulty process is permanently suspected by some non-faulty process. 3 Eventual strong accuracy: Eventually no correct process is suspected by any correct process. 4 Eventual weak accuracy: Eventually some correct process is not suspected by any correct process.
Partial synchrony
In distributed systems, upper bounds on message delivery times (across communication channels) and message processing times play an important role in fault detection. For example, it is impossible to distinguish a slow process from a faulty one when there are no such upper bounds, i.e., in a totally asynchronous system [4] . In [2], a system is designated as partially synchronous, if there exist upper bounds for message delivery; such upper bounds are assumed to be unknown and hold only after an unknown stabilization interval. It is assumed that after the stabilization interval, every sent message is eventually received within the upper bound on the channel and process delays, provided that their communication channel is up and both the sender and the receiver are correct. The protocols described in [6] and analyzed here are supposed to guarantee their properties only in the partially synchronous setting.
Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to specify and formally verify the algorithms given in [6] using the formal verification tool UPPAAL [11] . Each algorithm includes a number of participants which have symmetric behavior and, as will be demon-strated below, this allows us to exploit symmetry reduction [5] supplied by UPPAAL to overcome the state-space explosion problem.
The results of our verification show that all algorithms of [6] contain a deadlock if there is a bounded (yet arbitrarily large) buffer in the communication channel between a pair of participants. We implement a fix for this problem and show that in the fixed setting, the other claimed properties regarding accuracy and completeness are indeed satisfied by the respective algorithms.
We also used the first algorithm in [6] as a case study to compare the performance of three model-checking tools, namely, UPPAAL, mCRL2 [8] and FDR2 [3] . Our case study shows that UPPAAL is best suited for larger state space, e.g., 700 millions states and more, whereas for relatively smaller state spaces, e.g., 300 millions or less, the performance of FDR2 outperforms the other two. The performance of mCRL2 remains closer to UPPAAL than FDR2 in both cases.
Structure of the paper. The algorithms under study are presented informally in Section 2 and formally in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the functional requirements of the algorithms and Section 5 is devoted to the results.
ALGORITHMS
For fault detection, all the participants of the algorithms in [6] make a logical ring and every participant monitors its successor, called its target. This is achieved by sending periodic messages of the form "ARE-YOU-ALIVE?"and expecting timely response of the form "I-AM-ALIVE". If the target is unresponsive then it is suspected and the successor of the current target becomes the new target. Otherwise, if the target replies "I-AM-ALIVE" in time then it is pinged again after a period of ∆, which is a waiting time specific to that target. Each algorithm has two tasks, Task1 and Task2, where the former is responsible for sending "ARE-YOU-ALIVE?" messages and the latter receives both "I-AM-ALIVE" from the successors and "ARE-YOU-ALIVE?" messages from the predecessors. Upon receiving "ARE-YOU-ALIVE?", Task2 immediately replies with "I-AM-ALIVE".
Assumptions
The family of algorithms presented in [6] and analyzed in this paper are based on the following assumptions.
1. After stabilization, communication channels between any two processes are reliable, i.e., no message is lost. 2. A crashed process is permanently halted. 3. Π is a set of n processes or participants and every process is aware of the formation of the initial logical ring. Members of Π are fixed and hence, no process can join the protocol. 4. For fault detection, one process monitors at most one process at a time. 5. Every process is correct at the start and initially does not suspect any other process. 6. All the participants have symmetric behavior. 7. A process does not send any message to itself. 8. A message sent later can reach the destination earlier than a message sent earlier to the same destination.
9. The initial waiting time (∆), the period in between each two rounds of monitoring for every process, is fixed and a priori known to each participant. For example if a process p monitors another process q, then ∆p,q denotes the time interval for which p has to wait for the reply from q. In the remainder of this section, we briefly explain the 4 algorithms proposed in [6].
An algorithm for weak completeness
This algorithm, given in Figure 1 , forms the basis for the other algorithms in [6] . As mentioned at the outset of this section, the functionality of the process p is divided into two concurrent tasks; Task1 is in charge of sending out "ARE-YOU-ALIVE?" messages and suspecting processes that have not replied within a certain time and Task2 is in charge of receiving messages and processing (responding to them), if needed. Task1 waits for the mutex and sends an "ARE-YOU-ALIVE?" message to the current target and signals the mutex. Subsequently, Task1 sets the variable received to false and waits for its toggling by Task2. Task1 waits for a fixed amount of time (initially set to the corresponding ∆ for its target), and if it does not receive a response after the timeout, it suspects its target and moves to monitor the successor of its current target. Task2 sets the variable received to true upon receiving any message either from the current target or from any of the already suspected processes. Upon receiving a message from a process q suspected by another process p, the process(es) in {q, . . . , pred (targetp )} are no more suspected by p and then q becomes the next target. All the messages of the type "I-AM-ALIVE" are discarded if they are neither from the current target, nor from the suspects.
An algorithm for eventual weak accuracy
This algorithm, given in Figure 2 , is an extension of the algorithm presented in Section 2.2. To provide weak accuracy, the waiting time is adjusted according to the response time of a particular process which is supposed to be correct. Such a process is called leader. In the initialization phase of the protocol, an arbitrary process is named as initial-cand (initial candidate) to become the leader. Eventually the leader is either initial-cand or its immediate correct successor. If some process p is unresponsive to an "ARE-YOU-ALIVE?" message and initial cand ∈ {succ(p), . . . , targetp} then the waiting time for the current target is incremented by one unit of time, i.e., p increments its timeout value ∆p,target p .
An algorithm for strong accuracy
This algorithm, given in Figure 3 , is also an extension to the basic algorithm given in Section 2.2. In this algorithm, there is no leader; hence, each process increases the timeout value for its target when suspected. Using such a scheme, each process makes the timeout value sufficiently large so that it eventually stops suspecting its correct target.
An algorithm for strong completeness
In this algorithm, given in Figure 4 , each participant p maintains a global list Gp of suspected processes along with its local view Lp of suspected processes (the former is particular to this algorithm, while the latter is common to all algorithms). Upon sending and receiving each message of 
